Ten Minute Table Runner
Twelve Minute Gift Wrap Bag

Materials
Small
10 - 12 inches of theme print, width of fabric
18 inches of a coordinating print, width of fabric
Medium
12 inches theme print, width of fabric
24 inches coordinating print, width of fabric
Large
12 inches theme print 57 inches wide
24 inches coordinating print 57 inches wide

Runner Instructions
2. Place right sides together. Stitch long (crosswise grain) edge 1/2 inch seam. Repeat second side. Diagram 1
3. Press seams away from center
4. Turn right side out. This makes a long tube.
5. Lay flat on ironing board and press so that the theme print is bordered evenly on long sides with the coordinating print. Diagram 2
6. Trim short ends even.
7. Fold fabric in half lengthwise with theme print out (coordinating print in). Stitch 1/2 inch seam on both short ends. Diagram 3
8. Press seams open.
9. Trim seam allowance points to remove bulk. Turn seams inside to form a point; press.
10. Top stitch as desired or use decorative stitching, trim, buttons or bows.

Gift Bag Instructions
1. Follow steps 1-9.
2. Stitch vertically along point seam line, if desired, to form pockets.
3. Fold bottom in. Diagram 5
4. Fold again, enclosing pocket. Diagram 6
5. Fold top down. Diagram 7
6. Top stitch sides together.
7. Add snap and/or button to close if desired.

Original Table Runner Pattern submitted by LaRae Bunnell Clark to Utah State University Weber County Extension: www.extension.usu.weber
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